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Inertia-induced breakup of highly viscous drops subjected
to simple shear a…
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We investigate the inertia-driven breakup of viscous drops suspended in a less viscous liquid under
simple shear. For Stokes flow, it is known that there is a critical value of the viscosity ratio, beyond
which breakup does not occur. We find that for viscosity ratios larger than this, inertia can be used
as a mechanism of breakup. Inertia increases the angle of tilt of the drops and effectively leads to
emulsification for a wider range of viscosity ratios than in Stokes flow. ©2003 American Institute
of Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1564825#
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We address the effect of inertia on the deformation a
breakup of a drop suspended in a matrix liquid. The drop
matrix viscosity ratio is denoted byl5md /mm . The case of
equal viscosities is described in Refs. 1–3. Atl51, inertia
enhances the angle of tilt, so that the drop’s tips experie
higher velocity and elongation. In two-dimensions, the elo
gation of a circle~a circular cross section of a cylinder! in-
creases with inertia,4 and significant elongation is observe
at higher viscosity ratios. A circle, however, does not bre
it thins indefinitely. The aim of this Brief Communication
to show that in three-dimensions~3D!, the addition of inertia
increases the critical viscosity ratiolc ~beyond which the
drop does not break! from the Stokes flow value of 3.1. This
therefore, widens the range of viscosities at which she
mixing takes place under simple shear.

In Stokes flow, the mechanism for achieving a station
shape is that the drop rotates toward the direction of the fl
away from the axis of elongation which is at 45 degrees
the flow direction. Thus elongation is suppressed, a
breakup does not occur.5–9 Does the critical viscosity ratio
increase when inertia is included? We denote the Reyn

number by Re5rġa2/mm , and the capillary number by C

5mmġa/s. Here,a denotes the initial radius of the drop,r

the density of the matrix liquid,ġ the shear rate, ands the
surface tension coefficient. When the drop is subjected
simple shear, the capillary number represents the relative
portance of viscous vs surface tension effects. When the
illary number is large enough, then capillary force becom
dominant only with the development of small length sca
such as necks. However, until such length scales deve
viscous force dominates over capillary force. We can, the
fore, examine the dependence of initial drop rotation on

a!This paper was originally presented as part of the Dan Joseph Sympo
at USNCTAM14 in Blacksburg, VA on June 25, 2002.

b!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
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and obtain scalings for the dependence oflc on Re as fol-
lows. A drop under simple shear rotates clockwise with
angular velocityġ. At the same time, the viscous force elo
gates it at a rateT/md , whereT denotes the magnitude of th
stresses acting on a more viscous drop. The stressT is the
product of viscosity and deformation rate. The drop can
break when the rotation rate is larger than the deforma
rate

ġ.
T

md
. ~1!

For example, in Stokes flow,T represents the viscous stre
T;mmġ, so that Eq.~1! giveslc;1.

Inertia in the matrix liquid changes the breakup scena
For the case of large inertia, we can use equations gover
an inviscid fluid to provide insight into these changes.
particular, Bernoulli’s equation in the surrounding liqu
yields a pressure gradient which sucks the drop to a hig
tilt.1,2 This Bernoulli pressure, or Reynolds stress, isT

;rU2, whereU is the velocity scale (U;ġa in shear flow!.
Condition ~1! then givesġ.rU2/md , or

lc;Re. ~2!

These scalings and the numerical results presented
low demonstrate that inertia can provide the force neces
to keep the drop aligned with the extensional axis. Thus
the presence of inertia, very viscous drops can be broke

Direct numerical simulations are conducted with t
volume-of-fluid method and a parabolic reconstruction
surface tension~VOF-PROST!. Our algorithms and imple-
mentation are described in Refs. 3, 10–19. In particu

um
1 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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FIG. 1. Snapshots of drop shape forl55, Re510, Ca50.17. VOF-PROST algorithm: Computational domain 32a38a38a, meshDx5Dy5Dz5a/12,

Dt50.002ġ21. The first daughter drops are formed by end-pinching. Subsequently, fragmentation of the filament yields smaller satellites.
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VOF-PROST implements a sharp-interface surface ten
force algorithm described in Ref. 20. We refer the reade
these references for tests conducted on efficiency and a
racy. The computational domain is chosen sufficiently la
so that the simulations concern a drop in an infinite bath
Fig. 1, for example, tests determine thatxyz dimensions of
32a38a38a, wherea is the initial radius, suffice. Figure 1
shows the casel55, Re510. After the first daughter drop
pinch off, the rest of the drop lies in a weak velocity field a
surface tension effects are important in the subsequent f
mentation. This viscosity ratio is less than critical for R
510: The extensional component of shear has enough
to elongate the drop and to break it. In Fig. 2, the angle
inclination Q of stationary drops just below criticality i
plotted. This shows that the orientation angle decreases
increasing viscosity ratio, at fixed Re. The angle increase
Re increases at fixed viscosity ratio.

Figure 3 provides a comparison of the critical curves
several Reynolds numbers. According to a phenomenolog
description of near-critical drop behavior in Stokes flo
there is a vertical asymptote21

Cac;~lc2l!21/2, l→lc , lc'3.1. ~3!

Figure 3 shows that when Re is increased, inertia shifts
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asymptote to higher values ofl. This is consistent with the
singular behavior~3! with lc growing with the Reynolds
number ~2!. Figure 4 for Re51 shows that the numerica
results for critical capillary numbers are fitted well by~3!
with lc'6.5.

FIG. 2. Drop orientation as a function of the viscosity ratiol for near-
critical stationary states. Parameters:~1! Re51, Ca50.46; ~2! Re510,
Ca50.139; ~3! Re550, Ca50.05.
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FIG. 3. Critical capillary number~left! as a function of the viscosity ratiol for Re50, 1, 10, 50, and magnifications~right!. VOF-CSF algorithm,Dx

5Dy5Dz5a/8, Dt50.001ġ21, computational domain 16a34a38a.
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In Stokes flow, the critical capillary number hits th
minimum value at aroundl50.6.9,10 The magnifications in
Fig. 3 show that inertia shifts the minima toward higherl.
For instance, the minimum at Re510, is close tol53,

FIG. 4. Critical curve from simulations for Re51 ~symbols! compared with
scaling Cac5k/Alc2l, with k50.573 andlc56.45 ~solid line!.
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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while at Re550, the minimum occurs forl larger than 5.
Correspondingly,lc increases with increasing Reynold
number.

A typical pre-mixed emulsion contains drops of vario
sizes. After shearing, a number of those drops would be fr
mented. We examine the analogous problem of numeric
simulating the breakup of mother drops of varying volum
while keeping flow conditions the same. This requires t
Re5KCa2 whereK is a constant. For the casel51,1–3,9it is
known that the daughter drop volumeVD5(4/3)pD3 satu-
rates to a fraction of the critical volumeVc as the mother
drop size increases. In particular, atl51, inertia decreases
the saturatedVD /Vc . For the case ofl larger than 1~e.g.,
l54, andK57.5, 525, and 18 852, corresponding to cri
calities at Re51, 10, 50, respectively!, we again find that an
increase in Reynolds number results in a decrease of
fraction. Figure 5 shows the effect of viscosity ratio for fixe
Re on the saturated daughter volume. Here, the critical R
nolds numbers are 1 for~a! and 50 for~b!, andl is varied
from 1 to 4. We see thatVD /Vc saturates at a slightly smalle
value for largerl. The effect of viscosity ratio for our data
is, however, weak as observed for Stokes drops.9
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